Helping our community succeed

Employees recognized for volunteering 500 hours each.

The LCEC mission is to provide efficient, reliable, costcompetitive electricity and quality service to our customers.
It’s a job we take very seriously. We also know it is
important to support our communities. As good corporate
stewards, we realize it is important to help meet the current
needs of our region without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs. You will find
LCEC and its employees involved in educational, health
and safety, environmental, arts and culture, workforce
development, and philanthropic initiatives and projects
throughout Southwest Florida. We are part of the solution,
and it’s just one of the ways that cooperatives are different.

Safety is not
for the birds

No doubt about it, electricity can be dangerous. Never touch electric lines
or put your finger in an outlet! Have you ever wondered how birds perch on
the lines without being shocked? They, just like humans, are conductors of
electricity. Electricity takes the path of least resistance and seeks equilibrium,
or balance. So when flowing through an electrical wire, it is easiest for
electricity to bypass the bird and continue traveling along the wire to reach
a higher or lower energy area. As long as no part of the bird is touching the
ground or another wire, it’s safe. If the bird’s wing or foot touches the ground
or another wire with more or less voltage, the bird will be electrocuted.
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No rate
increase!
As the cost of almost everything continues to
rise, LCEC rates have remained the same for nine
years! This is possible due to continued efforts to
improve our operations and keep a close eye on
expenses. While we know it is impossible to remain
at the same level forever, we are working hard to
stay competitive and continue to provide reliable
electricity and excellent service!

One of the many
benefits of membership!
Earlier this year, the LCEC Board of Trustees approved a $4 million
equity retirement for current and inactive customers and nearly
$8 million in final retirements to members that have not had
an active account since 2010. Credits or checks were processed
during the first half of 2018. LCEC is proud to have returned nearly
$268 million to members over the years!

Choice and convenience
SmartHub
at your fingertips! SmartHub

LCEC linemen are trained to work on energized lines using proper safety equipment and procedures. Other professionals throughout the
organization, such as engineers, field technicians, meter and energy services experts, and substation electricians, also work with electricity and
are trained to stay safe. You won’t see these employees perched on a line, but you can find them using their skills and knowledge to operate and
maintain the electric system safely in order to provide reliable power to our customers daily.

If you receive an LCEC customer survey, return it for
a chance to win $100. Last month’s winners were
Marilyn Weber of Punta Gorda and Francinet Macias
of Cape Coral.
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SmartHub provides convenient options for account access and two-way communication with
LCEC. The online bill payment and customer service portal for LCEC members is easy to
navigate and can be accessed from mobile devices too.

• Safe and secure		
• Android/iOS/web		
• Free				

• Check balances		
• Pay bills			
• Payment history		

Coming
Soon.

• Outage reporting
• Payment extensions
• Track usage

LCEC.NET
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Ave Maria
growth =
electric system
growth

Do you have a
hurricane plan?
LCEC participates in multiple regional hurricane planning
seminars and workshops leading up to the season. Information
about the LCEC plan was recently shared with residents of the
Ave Maria community, Women in Business, and at several events
Women in Business hosted a recent hurricane planning discussion.
at local home improvement stores.

S a f e Boating

Installation of transmission structures
ensures continued reliability. LCEC
constantly evaluates demand to
determine facility needs.
In a remote part of Collier County, about 40 miles from Naples, a little slice of heaven began to take shape in 2007. The quaint town of Ave
Maria has grown to more than 800 homes, a college, and all sorts of businesses. Additional development is in the works. The plan is for about
11,000 homes to eventually be built in the community, centered around the Town Center, which includes shops, boutiques, salons, markets,
entertainment, and other service-related businesses. LCEC worked closely, with developers as the town took shape and continues to work to meet
the growing energy needs.

LCEC contractors
trimming
vegetation along
a main circuit in
Collier County.
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Vegetation management
is key to reliability
We know LCEC customers depend on safe, reliable electricity. Power interruptions
are often caused by trees or other plants contacting electric facilities. The LCEC
vegetation management program is aimed at addressing trees and woodystemmed vegetation around main circuits and rights-of-way. Vegetation is routinely
trimmed on a cycle basis, and when necessary, vegetation is removed. It is also
recommended that customers work with licensed tree trimmers to keep the
vegetation on their property trimmed and to always plant new trees and bushes a
safe distance from utility facilities.

A little can go
a long way
If you are trying to save energy, the little
things can make a big difference. You will
also save on your electric bill at the same
time! Following are a few common-sense
tips that save the environment, and your
hard-earned money:
1. Turn off lights when you leave the
room.
2. Wash clothes in cold water.
3. Only run the fan when you are in the
room.
4. Use window shades to keep cool air or
warm heat inside.
5. Seal leaks around windows and doors.
6. Change AC filters regularly.
7. Set the water heater on 120 degrees.

Nothing says summertime like a leisurely boat ride through our
beautiful SWFL waterways. But boating adventures can turn
dangerous, even deadly, if you don’t keep electrical safety in mind.
Here are just a few important reminders to keep you and your
passengers safe:
• Always be aware of your surroundings. Maintain at least 10 feet
between your boat and any power lines.
• It is wise to have your boat’s electrical system inspected regularly
by a certified marine electrician to ensure it meets local and state
safety codes and standards.
• Have a certified marine electrician install ground fault circuit
interrupters (GFCI) on your boat, and test them at least once a
month. Encourage the owners of your dock or marina to install
them on the dock too, for added protection.
• Have equipment leakage circuit interrupters (ELCI) installed by
a professional. These ensure that swimmers near your boat are
protected from potential electricity leakage into the water. People
should also avoid swimming near docks where boats are launched
or loaded as electricity from boats and docks can cause water
electrification.
• Ensure you are using shore or marine power cords, plugs,
receptacles, and extension cords that have been tested by
all the appropriate safety officials including the Underwriters
Laboratories (UL).

For more tips on
boating safety around
electricity, check
out the Electrical
Safety Foundation
International (ESFI)
website or lcec.net.
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